
Goddess 771 

Chapter 771: court death 

 

Right now, it's really not good to stand by. 

An Xia's face was cold and cold, and the calves of the soldiers standing next to him trembled a little. 

It can be clearly sensed that An Xia is angry. 

The invisible force of thunder did not know when it would land, trembled and panicked. 

"They acted, but we are not feeling well." Miao Hai said coldly: "If something happens, we have to 

support them." 

In front of me, the photo with the wolf king is not heavy anymore! 

Thinking about how to avoid accidents. 

An Xia squatted and looked around again, with dark eyes, but the black shadows moving below were no 

longer visible. 

Not much anxious. 

At any rate, he has a bit of skill, and he has a dagger and a rifle on his body. 

Indifferent: "Since they have the courage to go on, there must be a surefire way. They themselves don't 

worry about something wrong, and we have nothing to worry about." 

It's not cold-blooded. 

As a fighter, there is no basic safety judgment on the battlefield, so I send them two words: reckless. 

"Then we, do you want to go down?" No. 95 asked. 

He still holds a live ammunition gun in his hand. 

Let it play a little role when it's critical! 

Otherwise, when he got it, he felt a little uneasy. 

An Xia did not decide for himself, and asked everyone, "What about you? What do you think? Go on 

now?" 

It's okay to go on at this time, but it has to be considered carefully. 

The five people who acted below were obviously eager for success, but at this time they went down and 

didn't know if they would misunderstand them. 

How do you say that? 

Dog bit Lu Dongbin, don't know good people? 



It's a bit ugly to say that. 

To put it another way: do things with good intentions and bad intentions. 

But she doesn't care. 

Always not afraid of being misunderstood. 

What she wants to do, just follow her heart. 

As for how others are doing, whatever. 

But she still has to consider these fighters around her. 

Individualism should not appear in the team. 

After being silent for a while, Miao Hai spoke first, "There were only five people in the past, and five 

others should be guarding in the dark." 

He counted only five shadows just now. 

Ten people were in a group, and only five people went, so there were five more people. 

He pursed his chapped lips, and Miao Hai said again, "If we go down now, will they be mistaken for 

intentional?" 

Don't say, there is such a possibility. 

A word to wake up the other fighters. 

An Xia raised her eyebrows. 

Captain Miao Hai is really good. 

The strength is very strong, the team consciousness is also very strong, considerate, and will take care of 

the fighters. 

Regardless of her arrangement all the way, the combatants also obey her, but in terms of 

communication and communication, Miao Hai is the bridge between her and the combatants. 

With him as a bridge, the team atmosphere is more harmonious. 

The warrior who had been reminded turned his gaze to An Xia again, and his clear eyes were full of 

questions. 

So, can't it go down? 

"I can do it, what's in your heart?" An Xia asked them back, "They still have five people who haven't 

passed, or else, let's find the five who didn't pass?" 

this is okay! 

Miao Hai also agreed, "Okay, first find the other five people and ask them clearly how they arranged." 

"good." 



"Can." 

"I have no opinion." 

... 

The fighters all agreed. 

In this way, unnecessary misunderstandings will not occur. 

Nor will it disrupt their arrangements. 

An Xia said: "18, 95, you two stay. On the 18th, K is in your hands. Remember, there is only one situation 

where you can shoot. Some fighters are trapped and bitten by wolves. You understand! " 

"Understand!" No. 18 nodded vigorously. 

An Xia said to the other fighters: "Other fighters, follow me." 

"Yes!" 

Without hesitation, he gave all orders to obey. 

Because everyone knows it's impossible to watch it like this. 

Chapter 772: The difference in pattern 

 

 

No one can eat if something happens. 

Go down to find the other five of them, ask them clearly, and then decide according to the situation. 

At this time, Captain No. 2 was so nervous that his hands were clenched. 

Don't get into trouble. 

Don't get into trouble. 

Ye Youyin, you **** settle down for the last time. 

Don't make any monster moths for the fighters! 

So many wolves, once they disturb them, the wolves will attack, and the bite will be considered light. 

"They have touched the middle section." 

The observing combatant reported in a very low voice. He was even breathing under pressure, let alone 

talking. 

The sound can be as low as it can be. 

Captain No. 2 lifted his chest, then slowly said, "Keep watching." 



Touching the middle section, there is still half of it unfinished. 

torment! 

I hope it can be done smoothly. 

Holding the rifle in his hand, he told the fighters who did not go, "Tighten up a little bit. If the situation is 

not right, shoot immediately." 

"Yes." 

"clear." 

... 

It can only be shot and scared away the wolves with gunshots. 

Hope it can be scared off. 

The group of them didn't think about killing Sandwolves, but frightened them back with gunshots. 

It coincides with Fu Siling's idea. 

The instructors also touched under the leader of Fu Siling. 

An Xia went down from the right side of the mountain, they came up from the left side of the mountain, 

and just missed it. 

"Who!" 

On the 18th, hearing movement on the lower right side, he immediately held a gun and drank in a low 

voice. 

They are on the mountain, it doesn't matter if their voices are a little louder. 

He heard the sound of footsteps again, and the 18th thought it was the fighters from other groups also 

touched it. 

A black shadow emerged, and the muzzle was aimed at the black shadow. 

"Me." Fu Siling said, and raised his hand to remove the muzzle aimed at him. 

On the 18th, he quickly stopped his gun, "Instructor Fu!" 

A few more shadows emerged, and No. 18 tightened the rifle in his hand. 

Why are all the instructors here? 

On the 95th side, the gun was also taken away, and Qiao Ji was all over his shoulders, and he smiled and 

asked him, "Why are you only two? What about the others?" 

He looked around for a while, only to see two people on it. 

"Anxia and the others have gone down." No. 95 answered truthfully, "No. 18 and I are guarding it to deal 

with emergencies." 



"An Xia gave you the gun?" Fu Siling asked on the 18th, glanced at the gun he was holding, and at a 

glance, he thought it was a K-series rifle. 

She actually left the live ammunition rifle for No. 18, which was a little accidental. 

After thinking about it, only An Xia would make such a decision. 

By the side, no. 

Just in time, after hearing the words of No. 95, Fu Siling's eyes sank slightly. 

He received Lei Hongtao's notice and ordered their instructor team to immediately rush to the wolf pack 

to deal with unexpected events that may occur. 

I thought it was ten people who acted together, but it turned out to be five people. 

The fighters are led by Captain No. 3 to take risks. 

On the other hand, Anxia and the others, who are most likely to take risks, didn't move. 

Now, in order to take the five people down, they have put aside the assessment task and chose to 

support. 

Fu Siling squatted, observing below. 

"Lingshen, did An Xia give up the assessment of taking a photo with the Wolf King?" Jiang Wenbin 

squatted down together and said in a low voice, "She didn't take a photo with the Wolf King right away, 

which surprised me." 

"No surprise." Fu Siling said calmly: "She understands better than anyone that the time is not the best 

time." 

"A group photo, just in the same frame, look at the position of the wolf king..." He pointed to the 

position where the wolf king squatted. 

Jiang Wenbin took a closer look and quickly saw the clues, "It is difficult to frame it, only when the Wolf 

King moves again." 

"Yeah." Fu Siling nodded, "While the wolves are resting, she also rests and regenerates energy, and then 

acts after dawn." 

Chapter 773: A fierce battle 

 

 

The position where the Wolf King is currently squatting is not suitable for the full shadow. It is 

undoubtedly the best choice to act after dawn. 

Replaced by Fu Siling, he also chose to act at dawn. 

Jiang Wenbin couldn't help but sigh, "Now that Anxia has many years of experience in marching 

operations, I will also believe it." 



In fact, she is just a new fighter who has just joined the fighter. 

Fu Siling raised his eyes slightly when he heard the words. 

He will believe it too. 

An Xia's various performances, why do you want a new fighter? 

Then Jiang Wenbin said: "No. 3 took advantage of the dark action. It seems that he was worried that An 

Xia would win her again. Obviously it was a team, and it was divided into two groups. They have very 

different internal teams." 

Fu Siling's eyes flashed with icy determination. 

There are great internal differences, and there is no way to unify opinions, but to act separately. 

The group cooperation score of this group is "zero". 

Jiang Wenbin sighed lightly, "Success is okay, if not..." 

"It can't be done." Fu Siling sneered, "Be prepared. There will be a fierce battle for at most twenty 

minutes." 

"Yes!" 

Jiang Wenbin's expression was cold. 

Fu Siling beckoned and motioned for the 18th to come over, "How did Anxia tell you?" 

"she says" 

At this moment, a thin light has been drawn from the end of the sky, and after a while, the sky will be 

bright. 

The wolves are still quiet. 

... 

Command Center 

Seeing that the instructor team had arrived, Bo Lirong's nervousness eased a lot. 

He hadn't slept for a whole night, and suddenly came out like this. No matter how calm he was, he 

couldn't help but feel a little nervous. 

Sit down, close your eyes, and press your fingers between your eyebrows. 

Zhao Zhengfei's voice came in his ear, "Come on, take a sip of strong tea." 

Bo Lirong exhaled, and took the warm cup that was handed over, "Thank you." 

"Fu Siling and the others will go over, Bo Tuan can rest assured." Zhao Zhengfei sat down together, and 

he also had tiredness on his face after spending the same night. 



Bo Lirong sipped a large sip of strong tea, got up and walked around for a while, then said: "I was 

worried that An Xia would take risks, but I didn't expect her to stabilize, but these five people took risks 

instead." 

"It can be seen that Anxia has put a lot of pressure on them. If you are not sure, take the risk." 

Zhao Zhengfei smiled and said: "It's not just their group that is under great pressure, but also the other 

three groups." 

Just finished speaking, the other three groups were quietly positioned and moved. 

At five o'clock in the morning, the three groups of fighters who had rested for several hours, gnawing on 

compressed biscuits, began trekking again to find the wolves. 

The sun has not yet come out, walking at low temperatures, the breath that comes out is white mist. 

Thirty figures carrying rucksacks walking in the vast Gobi Desert, under the mountains, and in the middle 

of the desert, the walking figures appear to be extremely small. 

"Quick, there is blood here!" 

A group of fighters found blood on the stone, and everyone was refreshed. 

Soon, they found the fur of some kind of animal. 

It was fresh, and the flesh on the edges of the fur was still bloody. 

"Look nearby for any footprints!" 

"Captain, there are footprints! Look!" 

"It's the footprints of a wolf!" 

"Go in this direction!" 

"Go, keep up!" The former captain of No. 5 waved his hand, leading the fighters to chase quickly along 

the footprints. 

Ten minutes later, they came to the position where An Xia fought with the lone wolf last night. 

Several people looked at the messy footprints left on the ground, suddenly, on the left, about five 

meters away, there was a small sound. 

"Crack!" 

The ten people made the same and consistent movements, drew their daggers, and swept their gazes to 

the left. 

Captain No. 5 gestured calmly, "You three, left, you three, right, we straight, outflank." 

"OK." 

Ten people quickly divided into three teams, outflanking from three directions. 

Be careful. 



Listening to the movement, it is obviously not a human voice. 

Chapter 774: Pick up 

 

 

It's like an animal rubbing and struggling on the ground, making a low whining sound, a bit like a dog. 

The movement is light, but the speed is very fast. 

Soon, they were stunned by what they saw before them. 

? ? ? 

The lone wolf alone, this is... 

Was brought down? 

"Is it hurt?" 

"It's not like, there is no blood." Captain No. 5 shook his head and carefully observed the meeting. He 

pursed the corners of his mouth, "It should be anesthetized." 

In their sanitary bag, there is an anesthetic for animals. 

"It's almost awake, let's go!" 

Without staying for too long, Captain No. 5 took the soldiers and left quickly. 

After walking far, he said: "I just looked at the few footsteps left on the ground. The size is 36. It is not 

No. 100 or No. 3. They numb the lone wolf." 

"No. 3 is impossible, it should be No. 100." The fighter codenamed 63 said: "Dare to knock down the 

lone wolf alone. Only No. 100 has this ability." 

Forget about number 3, she has neither the ability nor the courage. 

Several other fighters also tended to fall into the solitary group at No. 100. 

"No. 100, really, I have taken it, and I am convinced." 

"I also took it. I just saw her for the first time before. I really didn't think she was amazing, beautiful, and 

tender when I saw her. I never thought..." 

Never thought of killing all their fighters in seconds. 

"People shouldn't look good, no one thought that the last 100 number was the king." 

It is something that only the king can do to lay down the lone wolf. 

They met, either walked around or besieged together. 

Going alone and going up alone is really not sure. 



Captain No. 5 did not participate in the discussion, he was thinking about a problem. 

"If it's No. 100..." No. 5 thought and analyzed slowly, "Is it possible that the wolves are nearby?" 

The combatants were taken aback for a moment, and quickly reacted, saying one after another: 

"If it is nearby, they are afraid they have already found the Wolf King." 

"Found the Wolf King, but did not complete the assessment." 

This is because none of the flares that represent the completion of the assessment have been released 

so far. 

What are you still doing? 

Hurry up! 

The former Captain No. 5 hurriedly set off without stopping for a second. 

I'm sorry, number 100. 

Don't blame them if you want to be picked up by their group. 

They hadn't waited for Captain No. 5 to rush over, at least three or four kilometers away, they heard the 

wolf howl. 

It's not that I heard a few sounds last night, I can only hear the howling of the direction. 

It was very clear that several sand wolves roared together. 

"It's a pack of wolves! Run! Run." Captain No. 5's face changed slightly, and he shouted, "Before, I'm 

afraid something has happened!" 

Very different howling of wolves. 

It reminded him of the pastoral dogs raised in the village. At night, the pastoral dogs in the village would 

growl when they found any movement. 

Ten people holding guns, rushed over. 

In the alcove four kilometers away, the wolves are restless. 

Standing among the rocks, the wolf king raised his head high to warn him. 

Several male wolves have already surrounded it, staring fiercely at the intruder. 

Ye Youyin stood side by side with Captain No. 3, facing the ferocity of the sand wolf, his whole body was 

frightened and erect. 

"Captain, what to do, what to do!" 

Scared, even the voice trembled. 

Captain No. 3 gritted his teeth, "Stand well, don't move!" 



Depend on! 

Now ask him what to do, it's too late! 

Just now, she was about to succeed, because she herself wanted to take a picture first, and she had to 

show up! 

As a result, one foot stepped in the air, alarming all the wolves. 

Ye Youyin regrets it. 

I had known that the wolf king was so alert, she... she should endure it before moving! 

Now that she is being watched by wolves, can she get away? 

Okay, stand still and see what Captain No. 3 does. 

Chapter 775: problem occurs 

 

An Xia has already had Captain No. 2 touching it. 

When Captain No. 2 saw An Xia, he stayed in a daze, "No. 100, you...Where did you come from?" 

"To make a long story short, how do you work together in groups of ten?" An Xia asked 

straightforwardly, "They go? Are you hiding?" 

I thought that they should be attacked by five people and protected by five people. 

After I came down, I realized that the five people left were hidden by myself, and I didn't even think 

about protecting them. 

There was ice in An Xia's eyes, and even her voice was cold, without a trace of temperature. 

The questioned No. 2 slowed down and smiled bitterly, "We have a problem with internal 

communication. I want to find another opportunity at dawn. Ye Youyin disagrees." 

"Tell the original Captain No. 3 and the other three fighters, take a risk." 

An Xia sneered, "They take a risk, what about you?" 

"We?" Captain No. 2 sighed, "Ye Youyin told us very clearly that the two groups will not interfere with 

each other." 

When Miao Hai heard the words, they slowly typed a "?" sign above their heads. 

Two sets of actions? 

Do not interfere with each other? 

Can it be like this? 

An Xia's face became colder, and he focused on Captain No. 2, and just about to ask again, a soldier next 

to him, code 30, also spoke helplessly: 



"The captain made a proposal before that the five people we left behind were secretly protected, but 

they were also rejected by Ye Youyin." 

"She is worried, we will evenly split her assessment results this time." 

Miao Hai couldn't listen anymore, black face, "Is she a pig brain?" 

"She's an overcalculation." No. 69 sneered. He was also a member of the original No. 2 team, and he 

was quite veiling towards Ye Youyin. 

I didn't care too much. I was a man, and I was too caressed, and it would be unsatisfactory to spread it 

out. 

Now that An Xia misunderstood the second captain, he stood up and spoke. 

Ye Youyin left the group with the five former captains of No. 2, No. 28, No. 30, No. 66, and No. 69. 

The five adventurous people are Ye Youyin, the former captain of No. 3, No. 37, No. 41, and No. 49. 

An Xia was really amused by Ye Youyin's operation this time. She sneered, "It's really easy to calculate, 

but it's a pity that I also counted my life." 

This time, neither Captain No. 2 nor his fighters dared to speak. 

"An Xia, did you arrive early?" Captain No. 2 separated the topic. He didn't want to mention Ye Youyin 

too much. 

"It's a long time earlier than you." An Xia said indifferently, "I saw you go around from below to above, 

and I saw that you were divided into two groups." 

The answer in my mind was verified, and the second team leader showed an expression of "it really is." 

Fortunately, Ye Youyin is still calculating in every possible way, beware that An Xia has beaten him. 

The results of it! 

An Xia had arrived long ago and had witnessed everything. 

A little embarrassed. As the captain, he did not fulfill his responsibilities as captain, and even split the 

team. In this round of assessment, he lost. 

"You guys are going to take pictures when you come down?" 

Too embarrassing, I asked the east and the west, really shameless to stand in front of her and talk, I 

really wanted to find a hole to go in and hide. 

"No." Miao Hai replied. He already saw that An Xia didn't want to speak anymore, "Ye Youyin and the 

others set off suddenly, and we are very worried that something will happen." 

Just after speaking, I heard An Xiajian say: "Something is about to happen!" 

As soon as the voice fell, people rushed out. 

"You guys, keep up!" 



The words that were left spread to everyone's ears, and her figure rushed a few meters away. 

Miao Hai and the seven fighters immediately rushed out and rushed forward. Miao Hai yelled at Captain 

No. 2, "What the **** are you doing! Keep up!" 

Chapter 776: Black hand 

 

 

On the mountain, Fu Siling and the others rushed out early. 

Since they saw Ye Youyin alarm the wolves, the dark-faced Fu Siling led the instructors all the way. 

Finally, they ran into An Xia. 

An Xia seemed to have not seen them, blowing the wind and passing by in a flash. 

Afterimage plunder, Yiqi Juechen. 

"Quick enough!" Qiao Jiquan said while still free, expressing his surprise. 

In the valley, the wolves began to surround the intruders who disturbed them, and the she-wolf took 

the cubs and walked around behind the male wolves. 

Ye Youyin, with a pale face, was drenched in cold sweat. It was clear that the temperature would be very 

low in the morning, and layers of chills appeared on his back. 

"You must think of a way!!" 

Close to Captain No. 3, Ye Youyin urged in a hurry. 

She is still so young and has not married into the Mu family, so she must not die here. 

Captain No. 3 was urged by her to become angry. He was still calm and did not lose his measure. "Hold 

the gun and pull the trigger slowly." 

"Calm down and don't panic. We have guns in hand and can scare them away. Captain No. 2 is also there 

and will support us." 

No matter how captain No. 2 is, Ye Youyin panicked even more when he mentioned it. 

She had said that they didn't need to stay and they would take action. 

"Woo...Woo..." 

The surrounding sand wolves made a crippling low whine in their mouths. 

Not to mention that Ye Youyin was scared, the captain of No. 3 and the other three fighters were also a 

little scared. 

They still have to calm down a lot. 

Finger has pulled the trigger, ready to fight. 



Captain No. 3 stared at the approaching wolves, came up with a countermeasure, calmly said: 

"When we just came over, we passed a rock. I counted one, two, and three, and then slowly backed up 

to the rock together to stabilize my back from being attacked." 

The second when he was about to retreat, the wolf king above the rock suddenly uttered a howl. 

Ye Youyin saw the sand wolf nearest to them and suddenly rushed towards them. 

"what!!!" 

The scream that had been suppressed so hard could no longer be controlled, and it whizzed out from his 

throat. 

Captain No. 3 and the other three fighters were not scared by the wolf, but by Ye Youyin. 

The heartbeat hadn't slowed down, suddenly, Captain No. 3 was pushed out by a huge thrust, and went 

straight to the wolves. 

Someone pushed him out! 

who is it? ! ! 

"team leader!!!" 

Ye Youyin screamed again! 

The screams made the wolves restless. 

"Wow!!!" 

"Wow!!!" 

The wolves made an abnormal noise and launched an attack. 

Captain No. 3, with a pale face and horror in his eyes, hadn't stood still yet, but saw a huge black 

shadow, swarming at him with a stench. 

It's Sand Wolf! ! ! 

The second sand wolf attacked from the right side! 

With the attack from the left and the first two positions, Captain No. 3 has no time to react! 

Ye Youyin suddenly walked behind the three combatants at this moment. 

so close! so close. 

I almost lost my life! 

Next, she had to find a way to retreat behind the rock. 

"team leader!!" 

"team leader!" 



"team leader!" 

With three shouts of surprise, the three combatants with awe-inspiring eyes quickly supported Captain 

No. 3. 

Someone is faster than them. 

It seemed to appear out of nowhere from right in front, kicked and rushed towards the third captain Sha 

Lang. 

With support, in the next second, Captain No. 3 pounced to the right, then rolled sharply, finally 

avoiding the wolves that had been biting on the left. 

As a combatant, facing danger, at that moment, the calm response will quickly overcome the panic. 

Stand up, pull the trigger with your finger, and shoot an empty bullet towards the ground. 

"Bang! Bang! Bang!" 

He didn't aim at the sand wolf to see if he could deter the wolves first. 

The other three fighters fired in support. 

"Bang! Bang! Bang!" 

Gunshots rang out intensively, and the besieging wolves stopped. 

Chapter 777: I think it doesn't leak 

 

 

Captain No. 3 and the three fighters who got a breather finally saw clearly who fell from the sky. 

An Xia. 

It was she who kicked the Flying Sand Wolf and saved Captain Three. 

"An Xia!" Called in surprise, joy on all four faces. 

An Xia is here! 

They will be fine! 

The only one who was not happy was Ye Youyin. 

Hiding behind, she stared at An Xia's back, slowly raising her muzzle... 

If Anxia is killed at this time, will no one know? 

How about she try? 

The panic hadn't passed yet, Ye Youyin's killing intent flooded his eyes, and the killing intent settled 

down into the bones. 



Point the muzzle and pull the trigger with your finger. 

Goodbye, Anxia! 

I wanted to save your life, but it was you who wanted to die! 

Xiao missed her Ye Youyin's things, huh, then go to hell! 

A gloomy chill flicked across his eyes, and Ye Youyin pulled the trigger. 

"boom……" 

"boom……" 

Two gunshots sounded almost simultaneously. 

Captain No. 3 and the three combatants stiffened in surprise, their bodies were rigid, and then slowly 

turned their heads and necks, looking behind them... 

Behind him, Ye Youyin was full of horror, holding a gun tilted to one side, standing motionless. 

And An Xia, who was standing beside them, was also **** and hostile, even her eyes were extremely 

fierce, staring at Ye Youyin. 

"I...I..." 

Ye Youyin spoke dryly. She looked at An Xia and then at the four combatants. "The gun...sorry, the gun 

went off, the gun went off. Yes, did you... scare you?" 

She shot An Xia, and An Xia also shot her! 

An Xia's bullet hit the muzzle of the rifle in her hand, abruptly slamming her rifle, and the bullet that was 

shot also leaned to one side. 

Didn't kill An Xia, she almost killed him. 

The plan failed, and then we need to deal with it. 

Calm, calm, and can't mess around. 

There is no surveillance or witnesses around, as long as she stays steady and does not panic, even if An 

Xia has doubts, there is nothing she can do about it. 

In addition to the fire, she can also find another excuse! 

Soon, Ye Youyin suppressed his guilty conscience, and his eyes stopped glaringly. 

"Fire?" Captain No. 3 questioned. 

Just now, he was pushed out. 

And the person pushing him is definitely Ye Youyin. 

Faced with her explanation, Captain No. 3 was the first to not believe it. 



How could it go wrong? 

If it weren't for a fire accident, she... 

Wouldn't it be that I wanted to kill An Xia! 

Thoughts passed, Captain No. 3's eyes suddenly sharpened. 

"It should be a fire. I was too panicked just now. I was panicked. The Sand Wolf rushed over and his 

brain went blank. I didn't even know when I raised the gun." 

Yu Guang glanced at the front side inadvertently, Ye Youyin's expression changed in shock again, "Be 

careful!!" 

Suddenly, she yelled, and ran towards the 49th fighter. 

A hidden sand wolf sneak attack! 

Ye Youyin, who was running wildly, was not as afraid as she was just now, and there was even a smile in 

her eyes. 

Look! 

God is helping her! 

"Bang! Bang! Bang!" 

An Xia raised his gun, and the empty bullet hit a dewclaw a little bit forward. 

"Ooooooooo..." 

The sand wolf frightened back, its limbs retracted, and its sharp and awkward mouth let out an unwilling 

whistle. 

More intensive gunfire sounded, all shooting to the ground. 

"Boom boom boom, boom boom boom!" 

"Woo..." 

"Woo..." 

The wolves stepped back. 

Amid the gunshots, Miao Hai's voice came, "An Xia! An Xia!" 

An Xia did not respond, and confronted the Sand Wolf, who was depressed by the wolf head. 

Raise your foot and step closer to Sand Wolf. 

"An Xia!" Captain No. 3, whose eyes were not dissipated, hurriedly stretched out his hand, trying to hold 

An Xia. 

But see 



The fierce sand wolf made a low "ooo" sound in its throat, clamped the wolf's tail and retreated a few 

steps. 

Chapter 778: Exposed 

 

An Xia raised his gun, as if he was facing a person, and said calmly to the wolf: "Do you want to die?" 

"Woo..." Sand Wolf made a tentative attack, also frightening An Xia. 

Its scare is purposeful. 

Once An Xia was scared and made a retreat, the sand wolf would pounce and bite again. 

Moreover, it was more fierce than before. 

The beast is extremely keen, and as long as it has the upper hand, it will bite its prey with all its strength. 

Ye Youyin, who ran back on No. 49, stared at Sand Wolf with his gloomy eyes faintly shining with 

excitement. 

In my heart, he yelled frantically, "Bite her neck! Quick, bite her neck! Quick!" 

She has already missed, and it is impossible to have a second chance. 

It depends on whether Sand Wolf can fulfill her wish for herself! 

An Xia did not retreat, but approached again. 

"Ooo...oooo...oooo...oooooo..." 

The sand wolf braced and clamped its tail tighter. 

Ye Youyin breathed tightly. 

"Kill her, kill her, quick, kill her!" 

This time, God did not stand by her side. 

After all, Sand Wolf didn't mess with the **** murderous intent radiating from An Xia. He turned 

around and ran away with a whirr. 

The captain of the third team waited a few, and was dumbfounded. 

Sand Wolf is actually afraid of An Xia! 

How could this be? 

Around, the wolves were frightened by gunshots, and they scattered with a bang, and then stood on the 

hillside amidst the howling of the wolf king, with the green wolf eyes staring at the intruder. 

Miao Hai gasped and found An Xia, "An Xia, are you injured?" 

She rushed too hard just now, and they didn't see her in the blink of an eye for just a few seconds. 



An Xia closed her gun and said indifferently: "It's okay." 

And asked, "How about you?" 

"We are all okay. There are too many people, and the wolves dare not come over again." Miao Hai's 

tense nerves gradually relaxed, and his breath became much calmer. "Instructor Fu and the others are 

here, too." 

Captain No. 3 finally got over his breath and tightened again. 

Instructor Fu is here too? 

Why is the instructor here? 

There is an ominous premonition that they might be scolded. 

Ye Youyin's reaction was much greater than that of Captain No. 3. 

Fu Siling, are you here? 

What is he doing here! 

Observing in secret? 

That…… 

Have you found out what you did just now? 

My heart is messed up. 

Panicked very much. 

In case she was discovered, how would she justify her escape? 

What should I say. 

Looking down, Ye Youyin squeezed his rifle tightly, his eyes were dark. 

Fu Siling appeared, and the meteor walked up to An Xia's eyes, looking deeply at An Xia. 

Fortunately, there is no shortage of arms or legs. 

Sweeping his gaze to Captain No. 3, his eyes became colder. 

Ye Youyin stepped back quietly. 

She dared not let Fu Siling see. 

Hide first. 

The atmosphere was dignified, and it was clear that as a vast Gobi, the combatants were as if they were 

in a transparent hypoxic chamber, suffocating and killing their lives. 

In two groups, twenty combatants stood in line, and the cold morning breeze blew their faces, 

awakening everyone's brains. 



The clearer you are, the better you can understand that there will be a big storm coming. 

Captain No. 5, who was not lucky enough, showed up with his fighters. 

"report!" 

The voice sounded abruptly, smashing the solemn atmosphere into a small crack. 

Fu Siling didn't turn his head, sneered coldly, "Lined up." 

"Yes!" 

Ten fighters stood up immediately. 

Running wild for four kilometers, ten breaths were unstable, panting heavily. 

Calling to the fighters in front of them, they felt even more nervous. 

Brother, can you close your mouth a little bit tighter? 

Didn't you see that the atmosphere was wrong? 

The members of Team Five are also very worried. 

Just now the gunfire "cracking" sounded like firecrackers, but they were so anxious that they didn't give 

birth to wings and flew over. 

After finally running over, the wolf did not see, and the gunfire stopped. 

The fighters of the two teams stood like wooden stakes one by one. Seeing their straight background, 

they knew nothing was good at first sight. 

Chapter 779: Guilty of public anger 

 

 

Knowing that there is nothing good, they have to come too! 

You can't see that something is wrong, so quietly turn around and run away. 

Let's go back to the team honestly. 

It's better to be honest about this situation and situation. 

"Number two, captain number three, get out!" 

Following Fu Siling's stern shout, it was like a thunder and explosion, and several fighters were shocked 

by the explosion. 

The two went out and stood still. 

Fu Siling didn't immediately give a word, his face was cold, and he surrounded the two of them. 



One step, two steps, three steps, the boots stepped on the sand, and the sound of the two pounded 

their hearts again and again. 

Heart, falling into the bottomless abyss. 

I don't know what will happen next. 

The later there is no expression, the more scared they are. 

finally 

Fu Siling, who walked around behind them, shot. 

Raise your leg and kick the knees to the two people. 

After breathing, the two almost didn't "plop" on their knees. 

He didn't dare to move, let alone protest. 

Take it abruptly. 

In the queue, Ye Youyin closed her eyes nervously. 

This kick didn't kick her body, but kicked it into her heart. 

Fear of growing wildly like crazy vines, surrounded her tightly. 

"Breathe, take a deep breath, don't be afraid, don't panic. Ye Youyin, you can." Silently in his heart, he 

continued to strengthen his psychological construction. 

Don't panic, don't panic, she is just a fighter who obeys the arrangement. 

Even if there was a suggestion, it was the captain No. 3 that made the best decision. Now that 

something went wrong, it had nothing to do with her. 

Don't be afraid, hold your ground, and think about how to deal with An Xia next. 

She is her biggest threat! 

After taking several deep breaths, Ye Youyin, who has always had a good mental quality, quickly 

recovered her composure. 

An Xia will definitely tell Fu Siling. 

With Fu Siling's greatness, it is difficult to believe the reason for the "disruption" that he had found 

before. 

Then, the best reason is that she panicked. 

I didn't know what I did when I was flustered, and I didn't have any impression at all. 

right! 

Just use this reason! 



As long as no one sees it, even Fu Siling and An Xia doubt themselves, huh! They can't help her! 

There was the sound of a car, and the sound of a "boom" motor added another layer of constriction to 

the squeezing atmosphere. 

Who will drive over early in the morning? 

The sound of cars, from far to near, soon appeared behind them. 

After a sound of "Gada", the car stopped and someone pushed the door down. 

Then, two footsteps sounded. 

Ye Youyin, who was finally calm, panicked again. 

who? 

who is it? 

What are they doing here? 

Lei Hongtao and Niu Qiyue walked past the right side of the line with cold expressions, and went straight 

to the front of the line. 

Several instructors such as Fu Siling stood at attention and saluted. 

"Is it clear?" Lei Hongtao asked, his voice so serious that the instructors tensed their backs. 

Their Lei Lian was angry. 

Good guys! 

The strength of this group of fighters is average, and the combat effectiveness that provokes people is 

stronger than one. 

Don't look serious, Lei Lian will yell at everything like Lei Gong. In fact, he is a person who is easy to get 

angry. 

Leaders, who have cultivated to the home, will not be easily controlled by emotions. 

In the team, the only thing that can provoke Mao Lelian is their Lingshen. 

But he has never made Lei Lian's face pale and angered. 

Fu Siling said: "Report, I haven't started to ask." 

In a word, succeed in exploding Lei Hongtao's anger. 

"What are you eating? Embroidery? You have to grind when you ask. Will the enemy's shells hit the door 

in the future, and you have to prepare to fight?" 

"Give you five minutes and ask Lao Tzu what's going on!" 

Fuck! 



All the demon moths! 

Lei Hongtao, who is in the army, wants to curse the country very much. 

Tolerate! 

Swear harshly after I go back! 

You have to ask the whole incident clearly before you can. 

Chapter 780: Settle after Autumn 

 

 

Five minutes later, Fu Siling finished the question. 

Who proposed the risky action? 

Why are they divided into two groups? 

Moreover, why did the remaining group not act? 

Captain No. 2 didn't add any fuel and jealousy. After speaking, he closed his eyes and clenched his fists, 

as if he had made a big decision in his heart. 

When he opened his eyes again, tears filled his eyes, "...I accept the punishment and voluntarily 

withdraw from this assessment!" 

As the captain, he neither played the lead, but also split the team and severely neglected his duties, 

which is unforgivable. 

An Xia wrinkled her brows when she heard this. 

The problem is indeed serious, but it is not serious enough to require withdrawal from the assessment. 

An Xia's impression of Captain No. 2 is not bad. 

He is a **** man. 

Hard temper, clear good and evil, and don't play shady tricks. 

Unfortunately, he ran into Ye Youyin. 

Without crooked thoughts, it was a disaster to run into Ye Youyin. 

How can a straight man's mind play with a gloomy person? 

You analyze the problem with her, and she says you are cunning and cowardly. 

You talk to her about discipline and cooperation, and she says you are uneasy and kind and 

unmotivated. 



You talk to her about how to win together, she directly recognizes you as her enemy in her heart, and 

thinks of ways to pull you off the horse. 

No one can cooperate with Ye Youyin like this. 

Whoever cooperates with her is unlucky. 

An Xia turned his gaze to Lei Hongtao. 

The final decision to withdraw from the assessment rests with Lei Hongtao and other four chief judges, 

rather than the second team leader making his own decision. 

Other fighters also felt that the second captain did not need to withdraw from the assessment. 

I really want to retire, what a pity. 

Ye Youyin was the only person who didn't feel a pity, and was even happy. 

Ye Youyin, who was still trembling in the previous second, suddenly saw light in front of him the next 

second. 

Really quit voluntarily? 

It's not just casual talk! 

If she voluntarily withdrew from the assessment, then her competitor would lose one more person! 

unexpected surprise! 

Originally, she only planned to find a way to eliminate Captain No. 3. 

Never thought of eliminating the second captain. 

The second captain voluntarily eliminated, the decision was stupid enough, but his stupidity made 

himself profit! 

As a result, she made it into the top ten and was stable. 

if…… 

If Captain No. 3 also proposes to voluntarily withdraw from the assessment, then she is more stable. 

Captain No. 3 is not as honest as Captain No. 2. 

He had an account in his mind and needed to settle well with Ye Youyin. 

Push him into the wolf's mouth? 

This account must be clear with her! 

"...Although I had a disagreement with Captain No. 2, they did not split the team. I agreed to take the 

risk and discuss with Captain No. 2 that he would secretly protect him. Once I found something unusual, 

I would immediately support it." 



"Captain No. 2 and the fighters both nodded their heads in agreement, but No. 3 objected. She believes 

that the remaining fighters are unwilling to pay, but want to sit back and enjoy the victory and refuse 

the protection of the remaining fighters." 

"And I was anxious to win this round of assessment, but didn't think deeply and adopted No. 3's 

suggestion. In the end, I took the lead and took the risk." 

"Leaders and instructors, it was my wrong decision. It afflicted all the combatants and put them in 

danger. I accept any punishment!" 

Ask all questions clearly within five minutes. 

Niu Qiyue's expression became gloomy, let alone Lei Hongtao. 

That anger was like a big knife that had just been raised from an iron furnace and burned to the red. It 

was impossible to cut the horrible thing in front of him. 

After listening to the ignorant fighters, almost everyone looked wrong. 

How could this happen? 

There is no team inside, they still want to win? 

Also, did they forget that teamwork is also an assessment! 

 


